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Motivation

� What constitutes e�ective feedback?

� Addresses causes of errors and points out solution strategies

� Closes gap between the current and desired learning state (Hattie & Timperley,

2007)

� Is read and applied (Narciss, 2008)

� How is feedback given?

� Incorrect entries cannot be returned back to causes with su�cient certainty

(VanLehn, 1990)

� Feedback is given when task is completed, so no direct application is possible

� Feedback is often not read (Tärning et al., 2020)
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Solution: Adaptive Tasks Created with STACK



Sample Task



How is an adaptive task structured?

Calculate the following
integral:

Which procedure makes sense for
calculating of the integral?

Substitution
Partial Fraction Expansion
Partial Integration
Product Rule

. 

Feedback

Your answer is incorrect.
You can correct your solution
or click on the Continue-
Button to work through the
task in stages.

Feedback

Great, you have solved the
task correctly!

Feedback

Your answer is correct. The
Continue button takes you to the
next intermediate step. 

How should  be chosen, so that
the remaining integral expression is easier to

calculate? 

What is the formula for partial
integration?

Feedback

Your answer is correct. The
Continue button takes you to the
next intermediate step. 

Calculate the remaining terms 
 from the formula.

Feedback

Your answer is correct. The
Continue button takes you to the
next intermediate step.

Now you know all required expressions of the formula. Plug
this into the formula and calculate a suitable antiderivative.

As a reminder:

 

Explanation

            Right Entry 
            Wrong Entry 
            Click on "Continue" 

Feedback

Feedback on why the entry is
wrong

 

Feedback

Feedback on why the entry is
wrong

Feedback

Your answer is correct. Now you
will get back to origin task. Now
calculate the integral by plugging
the integral limits into their
antiderivative and calculate the
difference.

Feedback

Feedback on why the entry is
wrong

Feedback

Your answer is correct. The
Continue button takes you to the
next intermediate step.

Feedback

Feedback on why the entry is
wrong

Feedback

Feedback on why the entry is
wrong

START
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Characteristics & Advantages of Adaptive Tasks

� Students can work on the task in stages

� While processing the intermediate steps, they can get more precise feedback about

the causes of their error

� Higher motivation to read and deal with feedback because they are actively

involved to correct their solution

� Reducing the Feedback by not giving the whole solution counteracts cognitive

overload (Skulmowski & Xu, 2022)
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Characteristics & Advantages of Adaptive Tasks

Figure 1: KCR-Feedback 5



Characteristics & Advantages of Adaptive Tasks

Figure 2: KCR-Feedback Figure 3: Feedback on Adaptive Task
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Insights of a study at the Ruhr-University on the e�ects

of adaptive tasks



Research Questions & Method

� Research Questions

� To what extent does student performance di�er in a mathematics course depending

on the number of completed adaptive tasks?

� To what extent does the performance of students di�er in tasks with and without

prior adaptive training opportunities?

� Method

� 287 engineering students were o�ered 10 STACK homework assignments about

stochastics and statistics

� For half of these tasks, they were o�ered adaptive tasks as preparation

� Voluntary decision to use adaptive tasks

� At the end of the semester, an exam was written that contained tasks similar to

homework

� The adaptive tasks di�ered from the homework and the exam tasks in their
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The Adaptive Tasks

Topic 1:

Binomial Distribution

Intermediate Steps: 7

Nodes: 24
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The Adaptive Tasks

Topic 1:

Binomial Distribution

Intermediate Steps: 7

Nodes: 24

Topic 2:

Con�dence Interval

Intermediate Steps: 8

Nodes: 18
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The Adaptive Tasks

Topic 1:

Binomial Distribution

Intermediate Steps: 7

Nodes: 24

Topic 2:

Con�dence Interval

Intermediate Steps: 8

Nodes: 18

Topic 3:

Hypothesis Test

Intermediate Steps: 6

Nodes: 6
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The Adaptive Tasks

Topic 1:

Binomial Distribution

Intermediate Steps: 7

Nodes: 24

Topic 2:

Con�dence Interval

Intermediate Steps: 8

Nodes: 18

Topic 3:

Hypothesis Test

Intermediate Steps: 6

Nodes: 6

Topic 4:

Normal Distribution

Intermediate Steps: 7

Nodes: 13
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Checking the Di�culty of the Homework

� Veri�cation that homework with adaptive tasks are not easier to solve than those

without adaptive tasks

→ Performance of 80 students who did not work on adaptive tasks:

SD M

Homework with adaptive Tasks 0.29 0.15

Homework without adaptive Tasks 0.3 0.18
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Results I

To what extent does student performance di�er in a mathematics course depending on

the number of completed adaptive tasks?

� Analysis of variance on the average performance in homework for which adaptive

tasks exist

Group N SD M H(2) p

0 80 0.29 0.15

152.78 < .0011 110 0.27 0.6

2 97 0.17 0.86

� A signi�cant part of variance in average performance in homework can be

explained by the number of completed adaptive Tasks
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Results II

To what extent does student performance di�er in a mathematics course depending on

the number of completed adaptive tasks?

� Analysis of variance on the average performance in exam tasks for which adaptive

tasks exist

Group N SD M H(2) p

0 80 0.24 0.56

35.48 < .0011 110 0.22 0.68

2 97 0.19 0.77

� A signi�cant part of variance in average performance in exam can be explained by

the number of completed adaptive Tasks
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Results III

To what extent does the performance of students di�er in tasks with and without prior

adaptive training opportunities?

� Paired t-test on average performance in homework with and without preparing

adaptive tasks.

Tasks N SD M t(96) p

Homework with Adaptive Tasks 97 0.17 0.86
2.74 .004

Homework without Adaptive Tasks 97 0.16 0.81

� Students who complete adaptive tasks have signi�cantly higher performance on

homework with preparing adaptive tasks than on those without.
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Results IV

To what extent does the performance of students di�er in tasks with and without prior

adaptive training opportunities?

� Paired t-test on average performance in exam tasks with and without preparing

adaptive tasks.

Tasks N SD M t(96) p

Exam Tasks with Adaptive Tasks 97 0.19 0.77
3.19 < .001

Exam Tasks without Adaptive Tasks 97 0.19 0.72

� Students who complete adaptive tasks have signi�cantly higher performance on

exam tasks with preparing adaptive tasks than on those without.
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Technical Background



Technical Background

� Integration of an external Javascript �le

� Task and intermediate steps are de�ned as div sections with a unique ID

� Buttons are de�ned in feedback �elds of the response trees that address the div

sections.

� When learners click on a button, certain content is hidden and other content is

displayed.

� Further information: Case Study: Adaptive Self-learning Exercises (Kallweit, 2019)

� Goal: Integration in new STACK Version
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Thank you for your attention!

Let's talk about it!
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